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Glue this part only into notebook 

           Cut along do ed lines 

 

     Students put riddle on 
     front and draw image 
     under the flap. 

                              (Or students can use  

Template and sample riddles on next page. 

Read a few of the included examples of the riddles  
before having students complete their own. 
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1. I have 8 fuzzy legs. I live where there is lots of rain. I live on the ground. I eat insects and grasshop-
pers and some mes lizards and frogs.  
Where might I live and what might I be?  Rainforest - Spider—tarantula. 
 

2. I buzz and make honey. I help plants because I pollinate flowers. 
Where might I live and what might I be? A bee—Forest 
 

3. People that live in my habitat will need to dress very warmly. I only have two  
seasons and the animals that live here include penguins, polar bears and seals. 
What habitat am I? Polar 
 

4. I have feathers and I quack. I find my food and shelter in water. 
Where might I live and what might I be? A duck in the Wetland. 
 

5. I have feathers and I like to eat other smaller birds and rodents. I am not near many trees but 
there is lots of grass where I find my food. 
Where might I live and what might I be?  Grassland—Hawk 
 

6. I am the largest animal on earth but I live in the water! I love ea ng fish and krill and like to mi-
grate to warmer waters in the winter. 
Where might I live and what might I be?  Whale (Blue) and the Ocean. 
 

7. I am home to lots of sand, there aren’t many plants here, but I do have cactus and lots of insects. 
Camels do well here because they can store water and there isn’t much water here. 
What habitat am I ? The Desert 

The template for riddles can be used in a variety of ways in order to differen ate for all students. Stu-
dents can print riddles on the outside with the picture answer inside, or they can use the clipart for the 
inside and describing words on the outside or the habitat on the inside and the animal on the out which 
wouldn’t require any words. Prior to having students do the interac ve notebook riddles, here are a 
few to read to s mulate thought. 


